[Variability in the delivery of care in stroke units: analysis of the protocols].
In spite of the existing guidelines, the strategies and behaviours adopted in the care of the patients admitted to stroke units may vary widely across centres. The aim of this study was to quantify and quality the degree of real variability of the protocols enforced a sample of 13 of such units. There is no uniform behaviour for the monitoring of patients admitted with a stroke: vital signs are collected with different range intervals, i.e. blood pressure 15 for the first 6 hours, from every 15 minutes to 2-3 hours. The assessment of dysphagia can be performed with the swallow test or having the patient drink a spoonful 10 ml of water, or 50 ml without stopping. The variability of behaviours is not, per se, a negative characteristic but it becomes a potential and unacceptable risk when solid evidences of effective practice are available. In the absence of clear cut recommendations the protocols should be defined trying to find a balance between effectiveness of the behaviours recommended and workload for nurses.